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Power Sup_t_lyll)_;,_ign

Preliminary. design for the SLAC Next Linear Collider Tes! The PFN charging circuit consists of a resonant inductor and

Accelerator (NLCTA) requires a puls.e pc,wer source to produce a a high-voltage rectifier unit. The low-voltage AC side of the rectifier

600 kV, 600 ,A, 1.4 p,s, 0.1% flat top 17.ulsewith rise and fall is connected to a variable voltage transformer through a circuit

times of approximately 100 ns to pow,er an X-Band klystron with a breaker, a contactor, and an SCR-controlled bridge (see Figure I).

_icroperveance of 1.25 at - 100 MW peak RF' power. The design

g.oals for the modulator, including those previously listed, are peak 304.801 vac 1" P_ENo_th" ]

modulator pulse power of 340 MW operating at 120 Hz. A three- ii,) [_--'_'L5Cii" pi_e_ -'J

stage darlington pulse-forming network, which produces a CB kV DC

>10() kV, 1.4 ps pulse, is coupled to the k/ystron load through a [-'kv_s'°nant !
6:1 pulse transformer. Careful consideration of the transformer I Charging

.._ [i n�uc:t°r_

leakage inductanc.e, klystron capacitance, system layout, and tactor

component choice is necessary to produce the very fast rise and fall 45 kV DC

times at 600 kV operating continuously at 120 Hz. r 1 r-"_

tSCR Bridge
"Soft Start" Rectifier

Lnrro.dugro_. Unit

As physicists look ahead to the next generation linear Figure 1. Modulator Power Supply Simplified Schematic.

collider, designs are underway to build X-band klystrons and their ']The rectifier unit, which has a power transformer with two
pulse power sources. At Stanford Linear Accelerator Center seconda_ry windings, two three.phase full-wave bridge rectifiers,

(SLAC), preliminary studies indicate that this klystron will require a and a filler capacitor, will supply up to 45 kV DC at full load to
beam voltage of 6(.)0kV and have a microperveance of 1.25. Thus

charge tlae PFN through the resonant inductor at a maximum output

the modulator needed to drive the X.band klystron must be capable pulse frequency of 180 H.z. The resonant charging inductor has an
of a peak pewer of 340 MW operable to 120 pulses per second.

inductaTtce of 8 mt..Ion its primary high-voltage side and it is
The difficulties in the design arise from the pulse duration and the

provided with a secondary low-voltage winding for a controlled

fast rise and fall times needed. Because of the length (7 .. 14 km) deQueing of the PFN resonant charging. The voltage regulation of
and acceleration g;adient (50 - 100 MV/m) of the proposed Next

0.1% should be achieved by the deOueing system. Maximum
Linear Collider, with more than 160(3 klystrons 1, the modulator

average charging current for the inductor is 3.3 A. Both the

costs must be minimized, and power s)stems of high efficiency are rectifier un!t and the resonant inductor are housed in separate tanks
essential to keep the ',,,'aliplug power for the accelerator at a and immersed in oil.

manageable level. The most efficient use of power in the generation The nominal voltage on the primary side of the rectifier unit
of the klystron beam voltage comes from a modulator pulse which is is 480 VAC line-to-line. The AC cont:,ctor functions as a main
as square as possible. For this reason, the rise and fall times of the

disconnect while the SCR bridge, or'l the other hand, provides a
klvs._ron pulse must be ler,s than 200 ns. Because the efficiency of "soft start" for the rectifier unit.
the RF compression for the Next L.inear Collider qest Accelerator

(NI.CTA} is presently unknown ' the pul.,;e duration of the
"' _Iodulator..__

modulator puJse could range from 80,0 ns to 1.4 t,,ts. These

conditions make the repetitive production of hif_h peak power pulses Different approaches were consi,tered in the design c,f the

d_fficult to achieve, modulator. The firsl consideration is a ,.:witch to repeatably handle a

M]I_ ,_T_ _ peak power of 3,40 MW. '1"oswitch a single charged line directly•.: ... into a matched toad requires a switch that can stand off greater than

1.2 MV, turn fully on ,,,,'/thin - 100 ns, and recover to 1.2 MV at
• Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract

DE.AC03.76SF00515 12(3 Hz, 24 hours a day. Such a sv,'itc',a does not exist. The switch
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voltage can be reduced to 600 kV if a B;umlein is considered, such leakage inductance, and 6:1 was detern;ined to be feasible. For a

as the pro!,,_sed Japan Linear Collider (JLC) modulator 3, but high standard single PFN or line, operating at 120 Hz into a matched load

power repetitively pulsed magnetic switches have many problems of - 1000 ft, a 200 kV switch would be required for a 600 kV

still to be .solved. A gridded klystron was considered as a high load pulse with a 6:1 pulse transfom'_t_T, A standard Blumlein ,,,.,as

voltage switch, but none have been developed for near 600 kV also considered, but the switch voltage would still have to be

operation. "Daelimited lifetime of spark gaps prevent their use, and 100 kV with 0% to 100% rise times oi approximately 100 ns for

the gas handling systems for such a hig}- quantity of blown spark the entire pulse. Switches capable of operating in these ranges for

gaps would be a nightmare. In the future, solid state switches may any length of time are rare. A 3 stage Darlington network 4 with a

be used, but at present their expense is prohibitive. Back I,it voltage multiplication of 1.5 has been designed, which only requires

Thyratrons (BLT's) need more research and development before a switch-tube to operate at - 67 kV.

they can be considered a viable option. Other switching modalities The PFN design follows from the preliminary klystron

are ai.so too unknown to consider at present. Thyratrons are a parameters of a beam voltage of 600 kV with a microperveance of-

possibility for voltages of 10(.)kV and lower, but then a transformer 1.25. The peak klystron current is determined with the permeance

becomes necessa D, to achieve the required voltage. The advantage equation:

is that thyratrons and pulse transformers are, relatively speaking,

better known technologies for the required specifications, lldyluonpc,J, = kV t5 = 581 Amps

If a thyratron is chosen as the switch, then a pulse

transformer with a low leakage inductance is necessary to step up Therefore, for PFN design considerations, the klystron load

the voltage to 6rX3kV. Because the thyratron inductance and the impedance during the pulse is 600 kV/581 A = 1032 _. With a

capacitance of the ldysuon's load ,,,.'illslow the pulse rise time, the pulse transformer turns ratio of 6:1, the equivalent impedance of the

leakage inductance of the pulse transformer must be made small. PFN is:

This leads to either ,_pulse transformer with a limited turns ratio, or

Z_ 1032 Q 28.7a transmission line :ransformer (TLT). Knowing that there are Zv_ = _ = _ =
N2 36

thyratrons available capable of switching 100 kV in 100 ns leads to

a design of a transformer with a low turns rado of 1:6. The
Utilizing the_ numbers, the three stage Darlington network (shown

disadvantage of this design arims from the unproven long-term high
in Figure 2) was designed.

F,ower operation of the 1IX)kV thyratrons. 50 kV -75 kV

thyratrons are a more proven switch technology, although 340 MW "--'--"[ PFN #lH _] _ _i_
of peak power at 50 to 100 kW average I.x3weris still questionable,, r-----li

"D_ei,;sue theta becomes the improbable design of a low-enough I" PFN #1 "1
ll(r-X)l I( -2)II l.,J

leakage i,nductancetransfotTnerwithatumsratioofhigherthan 1:6. II PThis points back to the 100 kV thyratron design. A Ti.T is a

possibilikv to step up the voltage, but a tradilional pulu., transformer L--L_L_J-I Z2 1 R,°ad 7
with a turns ratio of 1:6 can most likely bebuilt with a low enough

leakage inductance to achieve the required pulse rise time. Because Figure 2. Three Stage Dar]ington Network Simplified Schematic.

there are some concerns about operatinb _ thyratron at 1(,_)kV, a
The network impedances, Z], Z2, and Z3 are derived from the

_hree stage Darlington circuit will be u_d to step up the modulator following formulas, t
voltage into a pulse transformer to 100 kV while operating the

thyratron at ,,, 67 kV. "
Zr = Rio, d r (r + 1)i

t n2 i for4 terminal devices

_/o/o_,_,/arojz.22.oi__.
where r is the PFN stage number, starting at I from the PEN nearest

The 600 kV modulator design is based on the standard type the switch, and n is the total number of stages. Therefore,
"'E" PFN ,t t,.sed in a 3 stage Darltngtc;n configuration, For the

klystron load pulse of 600 kV for 1.4 laS, with rise and fall times Zl = 28.7 f,_i1 (1 . 1) = 6.4, f2
on the order of 100 ns, certain design parameters dominate. In _ 3:

order to achieve the 1.4tas wide pulse with - 0.1% to 0.2% flat
!2(2+ I)

top, a PFN with a large number of sections is necessary. Discrete Z2 = 28.7 f2 .............. 19.1 f2

transmission lines would be preferable, but the physical size for 32

long pulses tends to become quite large. For the output pulse to And for the 2 terminal device, wh!ch is the, last of the Darlington
achieve 6fYOkV, a pulse transformer is used. The turns ratio and

stages,
number of turns of the pulse transformer is minimized to reduce



[R)o_,:l] shunted with Zinc-Oxide modules. "I%eentire assembly will be builtZr ..,,.
L n.!

in to a low inductance assembly for' fast response. The EOLC

therefore, assembly, in fact, is expected to be between 50 and 100 nil, for a

Z3 = 9.6 f2 67 kV stack. The inverse voltage protection diode for the thyratron

switch tube is a similar sohd-state diode, Zinc-Oxide assembly.

After consideration of the above mentioned parameters, the The switch tube, in this case a thyratron, will operate at up to

individual PFNs were designed. 15-section type "E" PFNs were 80 kV, with 12 kA peak currents for the 1.4 ItS pulse width, ali at

chosen to achieve fast rise time and the required flat top 120 Hz continuous operation. This is extremely harsh duty for any

characteristics. For standard type "E" PFNs, the total inductance switch device, and with the added specification of- 100 ns rise

and tc)ml capacitance are found from: time for the pulse, a high peak power, high rep-rate, high voltage,

high di/dr tube is required. Two devices will be tested: the EEV

Totat= ZpFN (._) CX-2593 and the ITr F.263.
Lpr--N

The PFN capacitors also undergo relatively harsh duty. The

capacitors in the first PFN line undergo a 50% voltage reversal. The

= "t: second PFN line capacitors undergo a full 100% voltage reversal.

CpFN Tot.I 2 (Zpr) High volt:' e pulse reversal will generally decrease the lifetime of a

where 1:is the desired output pulse width. With the above capacitor, but the reversal has been taken into account in the
capacitor design. The modeled voltage wave forms of the individual

equations, the individual inductor and capacitor values are

detemfined, lines as ,,,,,ellas the output pulse is shown in Figure 4.

The Darlington circuit produces line impedances that are .]......i ..... __
proportional to the ratios of the line number to the total number of _,kv:'c'v , . .. ._ ,.V,,.,,:o,,,F.. _

lines. In the 3 stage Darlington case, the ratios are 2/9, 2/3, and 1/3 0t,v _ I -_, _ ithe reflected klystron load impedance of 28.7 rf2. Fortunately, the ._t_ .......

PFN impedances, ranging from 6.4 _ to 19.1 f,_, allow PFNs to ik ._t_a,-,,,?l_ 1_ _,.,,-.,J_ __
be constructed that utilize components that can be built. With a _ ..,,0o_v........ t ........................ [.. ,.,...,.

Darlington network, voltage multiplication increases with the _ t .....

appear to be the optimum number. A Darlington with 4 stages, in ._kv - .-_ --, --

our case, would yield a first line impedance of 3.5 _. For a pulse .._,_v ...... "-l---i-_'i
width of 1.4 ps, the individual inductailces of the 4 stage _,,_ ._"_,

NL.C Moc_ul|lorVoltlge_ _',_T_mt

Darlington PFN sections approach 160 nil, v,'Mcl'l could prove

difficult to build. Therefore a 3 stage Darlington was designed, Figure 4. Modeled PFN Voltage Wave forms and Output Wax,,:
form into K]ystron Load.

which has physically realizable component values. The overall

schematic diagram is shown in Figure 3. The circuit was modeled with SPICE using a three-stage Darlington

network, with a primary pulse-transformer leakage inductance of
3¢9 480 vac I-'_'-F"N"with ] > 100 kV Pulse

?) CB _'85 kV DC fir .50Q The individual inductors for each PFN section will be-
1 i ResOnant1 I I/Tri,,,, 280 nil, 780 nil, and 390 nil. A single type of coil ,,viii be
"/ [ Charging ] [ ] [ utilized for ali three values, with taps at different turns to produce

,.¢/Contactor [ Induct°r.._] [ [ ,1 the proper inductance. Each coil will be mounted vertically from the

45 k\,' DC '_' of and encased in shown
top the capacitors, a llux.excluding can, as

.... Pulse Xfrmr |SCR Br,dge d ,.,_l-!V _ [ [ in Figure 5. The vertical mounting enables tuning of the PFN

....SoftStart -' [-- _'el_niler J l &KlystrOn60OkVJ during operation, byadjustirlga"lid"thatfillsthecylinder
horizontally and contacts lhc proper turn on the inductor. Figure 6

Figure 3. Overall Schematic Diagrarn of SLAC NLC Modulator. shows the top view of the modulator tank, including the folded PFN

lines. The pulse width can be reduced by removing individual LC
Klystron fault conditions can prr duce reflected voltages in

sections of each PFN without affecting t ',e impcdance of the line.
the PFN assembly, and an End-of-Line Clipper (EOLC) assenlbly

will be used to dissipate the reflected energy. 'The EOLC consists of

a stack of inorganic resistor modules of a fcv,' Ohms total, and a

stack of fast solid-state diode assemblK.,, that are individually

3



The transformer primary will be driven by two parallel 50

cables (25 G_),which is slightly positively mismatched to the

secondary load of - 28.7 C2(klystron impedance/turns ratio

squared). The near-matched impedance of the cable will reduce the

inductive effects of the cable leads on the rise time of the klystron

voltage pulse.

'the transformer voltage droop (due to magnetizing current-

losses current) will be under 2.5% and compensated by adjusting

the impedance along the PFN to reduce the flat top vollage droop to

- a ' under 0,2%

4 t,,nK ,, The transformer core ,,viii be biased by an isolation inductor200 cm

Secondary Cont_,inmentTank connected to the primary winding to increase the volt-second

Figure 5. Side View of Modulator Tank Showing Thyratron, capability of the transformer to allow for a 1.4 Ins pulse (ESW).

Capacitors, Tuning Inductors, and I.ifr Table. The klystron heater power will be provided through the

transformer secondary/primary windings, eliminating the need for

Top Vie,,.. an additional heater transformer.

End.Of.LineClipi',cr Diode }IVOulpul c_blesto pulse The pulse transformer is expected to have a voltage rise time
and Resistormodules transformer IL\

............ into - 1000 fl (with a source rise time of less than 100 ns) of less..... I[ ,,

.... ' "_='- ......... than 200 ns.

---'"-"-_ ..... 1,"11_
Jill

'. ___.'-'--- Sum._a_

Based on the described design, construction will begin this

E summer, with initial testing anticipated for late summer. Critical

components including the thyratron, pulse capacitors, end-of.line

- clipper assembly, and pulse transformer ali remain to be thoroughly

' i Th_;;m d F;; ;q l! ;;; 9 _;FN '_" tested. This modulator is being constructed as a prototype, withn 64 p potentially several hundred to be constructed in the future.
I

2oo c,, Modularity in construction is imponam and is employed where

Thyratron Inverse Volt.,g¢ Diode, Zinc.Ox.ide module feasible.

Figure 6. Top View of Modulator Tank Showing Thyratron,
'Tuning Inductors, and Folded PFN Lines.
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